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Ensuring National Security

ETTP

ORNL Y-12



Six production facilities and three design labs

National Security Enterprise



Y-12’s History of Uranium Expertise

• Created in 1943 as part of the Manhattan 
Project

• Provided the enriched uranium for “Little Boy,” 
the atomic bomb used to end WWII



Y-12’s Missions

• Sustain a safe, secure and effective 
nuclear arsenal

• Supply the U.S. nuclear Navy

• Reduce the global threat of nuclear 
proliferation and terrorism



Sustain a Safe, Secure and Effective Nuclear Arsenal

• Chemical processing

• Casting

• Rolling and forming

• Machining

• Component 
manufacturing

• Testing, evaluation 
and quality assurance

• Disassembly, 
dismantlement and 
disposition

• Packing and storage



• Navy’s current annual requirement is more than 
3.7 MTU

• MOA between Defense Programs and Naval 
Reactors requires HEU through 2050

Y-12 is the only supplier of highly enriched uranium

Supply the U.S. Nuclear Navy



Radiological Signature 
Training Device

Reduce the Global Nuclear Threat 

• Convert and supply uranium for peaceful uses

• Secure and recover nuclear materials globally

• Detect uranium and the proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction

Rolling Mill Training Exercise



Y-12 Transformation—Why It’s Important
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ARRA Accelerates Cleanup for Transformation

• Reduced footprint by 150,000+ ft2

• Created more than 1,900 jobs

• Disposed of 79,311m3 of waste

• Worked 2 million hours with no lost 
work days

• $15M in efficiencies led to add-on 
scope

9211 demolition 
before and after

Old Salvage Yard 
West before and after



Significant Mercury Contamination Sources Remain



Current Protected Area



Future Protected Area



Transform the Site:  Completed Facilities

Highly Enriched Uranium 
Materials Facility

Jack Case CenterNew Hope Center



HEUMF & UPF—The Transformation Backbone



UPF Consolidates Operations



Y-12 Transformation—Vital to Future

“Without an ability to produce uranium components, 
any plan to sustain the stockpile, as well as support 
for our Navy nuclear propulsion, will come to a halt. 
This would have a significant impact, not just on the 
weapons program, but in dealing with nuclear 
dangers of many kinds.” 

— Nuclear Posture Review 2010
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